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ROBOT-COUPE MEETS BILL GATES
April 10, 1995

Randolph L. wadsworth, Jr.

Up to the middle of the afternoon, it had been a
winter day much like any other: three classes, student
conferences, a stop at the library, then home: The
chatelaine piped a cherry "Hello" from her lalr
.
upstairs, but she didn't say a word about what I m~ght
find in the kitchen.
I soon saw why.
It looked as if ... well, as if a
brigade of apprentice chefs had been at maneuvers in a
large field of varied foodstuffs, armed to the teeth
with every manner of knife, chopper, blender, and
grater.
It was several moments before I twigged.

We had spent the previous Thanksgiving with a
couple who are both accomplished cooks, only shortly
after they had returned from a sojourn in France,
whence they had brought a Robot-Coupe, the original
food processor, till then known almost exclusively to
professional chefs.
still in the stage of first, fine
careless rapture with their new toy, Alex and Miriam
had regaled us with a range of things sliced, diced,
pureed, grated, liquified, or similarly transformed.
They had told us, besides, that this splendid device
was within days to be available in the states as the
cuisinart, and that no household that treasured
enterprising cuisine should be without one. My wife
who distrusts gadgets on instinct, said that this
'
first-generation model looked as if it had an
insatiable appetite for fingers, and she swore she'd
never allow one in the house.
Naturally, I found out the Cincinnati supplier and
got one as a surprise for Christmas.
Early on
Christmas eve, in anticipation of a party we had
planned for that evening, my wife sprang a surprise of
her own.
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"I suppose," she said, "you' ve bought one of those
kitchen things. Well, if you want to play with it, see
if you can French the beans and blend the hard sauce.
That would be truly helpful."
I did those things, contr ibuting in that small
mechanical way to the succe ss of the dinner, and I did
them with what I thought was · mpr essive speed. But my
helpmate remained unmoved by thi s demonstration, at
least until that winter d ay ~h en I walked in on the
kitchen carnage. What had happened, as you will have
guessed, is that She Who M st Be Obeyed had decided to
play Consumer Reports for an h our or two and see just
what the Cuisinart could do .
There is little need ~o elaborate on the next
stage: you've all had gadge ts , and you've all
discovered that there are some tasks so onerous so
irksome, so time-con sumi g, that the gadget is '
indicated, while th ere are other tasks as well left to
older methods.
In t he e ar y days of the food
processors, the gourmet guru James Beard was once asked
if he didn't regard t e -achine as an affront to his
technique. Not, he s a · , when it could do in seconds
what his best knifework cou ld not do in fifteen
minutes. Reasoning t e same way, Sallie and I soon
learned what kinds o f ~.i gs we would now do just for
the two of us that f or~er y we would have done only for
company, and we fou nd
L, too, when we might as well
enjoy the technical a d sen sual satisfactions of
wielding knife, grater , • is k, or hands.
(The mud-pie
instinct is, after a l
o t to be under-rated.
It's
satisfying to play wit foo d .) Within a month or two
w7 we~e . exp~oiting t he CUi si nart with reasonable
'
~1scr1m1nat10n.
Si nce , we wouldn't be without it b t
lt has not caused our
d - pi e muscles to atroPhy,'byU
any means.
I

I have had a p ara el experience in my office
where I have an Inte l-based electronic Cuisinart '
running Microsoft Windows a n~ ~isposing of a number of
nifty attachments ~or the s1 1c1ng and dicing of texts.
Now, I know there lS no nee d here to sell word
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processors, which are familiar to many of you. What
I'm on about is computer-driven reference works.
Why, when it's so simple to look things up in a
well-planned book, bother to use a computer? Well,
consider the printed Bartlett's.
If I think I know the
author and a key work or two in a particular quotation
I want to track, a quick look at the index usually
takes me right to the passage I want.
But, when the
search is more vague, it's not so simple. Suppose I
want an apt citation for a particular word or phrase
and don't care much who the author is. Having found
the word or phrase in the index, I then have to hopScotch my way through several references in the printed
text, typically losing my place in the index several
times. Yes, it's pleasant to browse the printed text,
but sometimes I'm keener to get on with it than to
spend time in that way, in which case the electronic
version is far handier:
a couple of keystrokes bring
up the text of all the citations for that word, in one
continuous file to be browsed as I will. Lawyers, I'm
sure, don't need to be persuaded that Lexis beats the
hell out of looking up precedents in books, while I
know at least two clergymen who swear by (well, who
rely on) electronic concordances to the Bible, just as
I do. With the printed ones, we have to move
laboriously from the concordance to the text and then
transcribe what we've been looking for.
with the
motorized versions, each hit is displayed right in its
place in whatever text of the Bible one has chosen to
search, ready, with a couple of keystrokes or a move of
the mouse, to be spliced directly into our sermon,
lecture, or classroom handout.
Another reference work I have found especially
useful in my line of work is a good thesaurus, by which
I mean one that has definitions as well as simply lists
of related words.
students with limited vocabularies
(and I get plenty of those) seem to have an unfailing
knack for choosing from Roget the mot not juste. Now,
in my smaller classes, when I can give adequate
attention to student writing (and especially to
drafts), I disfigure actual papers only with numbers,
which in turn are keyed to comments I type into my word
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processor and print out. This allows me, first of all,
to splice into my text various bi ts and pieces of
boiler plate I've accumulated over the years:
explanations of common mechanica l prob lems, sage advice
(of course) on matters rhetoric al and even, sometimes,
sUbstantive. But one of the n ifties t moves I've
discovered, one that my studen ts say they find
particularly helpful, exploits an electronic thesaurus.
Suppose, for example, that a stud ent, like so many
writers in the press today, confus es "rightfully" and
"rightly." In an instant, I can switch to Random House
Thesaurus and splice in t he e tri es and have two
definitions, along with ill s~ra tive examples and lists
of synonyms and antonyms , carefu lly nuanced. At other
times, when a student si mp , ha s a word that doesn't
quite fit, I pick up th e e ry for that word alone, ask
archly if it truly seems
fi t, and leave open the
choice of an alternati ve.
e first option, in which I
do the work, is of cour se or e popular with students;
the second annoys them, b • I like to think it does
them more good.
All this is small p o a~oe s, though, to what I want
to share with you for th e ext few minutes. You may
recall that last fall our o. Jim Murray--as
distinguished from James A.H. Murray, the first Editor
of the work I'm about to ention--told us how many
words in current English us age ha d come from Flemish,
and ~hat he had found that nu ber by using the CD-ROM
vers~on of the Oxford Engli sh Dic tionary.
I could have
shot Jim for doing that, since I h ad by then for some
time been working up my own more extended plug for that
same reference tool.
In all t he yea rs I've been using
an electronic Cui sinart, I ha ve corne across no other
attachment that offers anything like the s
utility and delight.
arne range of
Rather than bog d
.
b
.
hard to follow 1 town 1n a stract10ns you'd find
examples what ~neeca~ed~r~i~~ ~~~onstr at e with concrete
brought it up onto the
1S program, having
f
to
computer sc
unc lons are only three "s
h reen.
The principal
earc "" Ed Ot "
,
If we hlghllght "Search " we'l
l '
l , and "F~le."
under Word, Text, Etymoio
~~~d.we can search
gy, Deflnltlon , and Quot a t'lone
0

0

-

0
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If we try "Word," we'll find two litt17 wi~dOWS, one
for "Word look-up" and one for "Word ll.st.
Under
"Word look-up" we'll find that we can search ":lords,
phrases, variants, phonetics, and Greek s~elll.ngs;
moreover we can limit our search to partl.cular dates
or parts' of speech. Because a search under "Word" .is a
search of headwords in the Dictionary, the "Wo:r;d ll.st"
window is included to enable us to check spelllngs:
there's no point in searching for a term not in the
list of headwords.
Running down the list, let's look under "abnegate"
and see what we find.
In a printed dictionary, finding
related words could involve a lot of thumbing. Here,
if we want to see just how close our word is to
"adjure," given as a synonymous second meaning, we just
highlight that word with the mouse pointed and then
move the pointer to "XREF."
(We can have up to four
cross-references terms on the screen at once, often a
real convenience.)
Suppose, though, that we wanted all
the other definitions with "abnegate" (in all its
forms) and didn't want to hunt them all down using
"XREF," which might be only a little less tiresome
onscreen than in a book. Easy. Go back to the main
"Search" menu and choose "Def i nition." A search under
"a-b-n-e-g-* (the asterisk stands in for any number of
additional letters) yields six headwords:
"abjure,"
"abnegative," "abnegator," "condescension," "denying,"
and "self-denial."
("Condescension"? Yes:
"Conscious
abnegation for the nonce of the privileges of a
superior." Kids, don't try this at home. The OED is
for grown-ups.)
If we wanted illustrative quotations using the
various forms of "abnegate," we could search under
"Quotation," where we'd find a total of thirty-two
examples, a list we could have limited by date of
quotation had we chosen to do so.
It is in fact
possible to take a bunch of word histories, stuff them
into the feed-tube of the electronic Cuisinart (as it
were) and, with a cutting blade of appropriate
dimensions, to slice them into segments of any
thickness from one year up.
(It is also possible to
search quotations by author.
I won't overwhelm you
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with statistics from that fro nt except to say that
Shakespeare of course lead s the way with over 33,000
citations.)
Had we not cared to sp lit up o~r search of
"abnegate" into these finer cat egor ~7s, we . could simply
have gone for "Text" and brought up ~n a s1.ngle
compilation all fifty-s ix e tions of "a-b- n-e-g" found
anywhere in the Dictionar y .
A further handy feat re of any of these searches
is that results are d isp layed ei ther as a simple list
or as a list with a line f c text; click i ng on any
time in the list bring s up ~ e entire passage cited
with the search word hi g l ' g ted .
For those interested
a tters etymological,
there is even more to be earned. Our word, of course,
comes from Latin. Now, y
ow from Jim Murray's
demonstration that we ca n ge~ th e total number of words
in English said to be der ived fr om any language. To
test this, I presented a Ce ~o ph il member of this Club
with a list of all the Eng ' s words said to have
celtic roots, but he just s ' ff ed that 221 seemed far
too small a number. Nothing s mall about Latin thought
as we'd expect:
50,7 25 .
or is this all we could
'
learn from the etymologica ent ry under our word. We
can search on any word that occur s in that section of
the definition, so we mi ght ask her e for all the other
words descended from the Lat in ver b negare, in which
case we find eleven entries, includ ing the verb to
"nay," now considered obsolet e.
In addition to all these kinds of searches and a
few minor sUb-categories I ha ven't b othered to ~ention
there is a sophisticated Quer y Language with which to '
make involuted searches across categories. The
possibilities there being virtua lly end l ess, I'll
s i mply move on now to share with you some of what I've
found while testing the electron ic Robot -Coupe in my
word-kitchen.
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To begin with the wholly frivolous, how many of
you recall the Tom Lehrer song with all the "ility"
words in it? It ends
And this liability
Of lessened mobility
Will lead to hostility
And a sense of futility
So let's act with agility
While we still have facility,
For we'll soon reach senility
And lose the ability.
I'll bet anything he used a rhyming dictionary. And
why not? Irving Berlin, Ira Gershwin, Cole Porter, and
Johnny Mercer, so far as I know, all admitted to doing
the same.
In any case, the OED on CD-ROM is the be-all and
end-all there of rhyming dictionaries. with its
software, a rhyming fool can ask for all the words in
the dictionary that end in any string. When I asked
for "ility," I was handed in a matter of seconds a list
of 1,207 items, probably too many to be useful, even
though it exhibits such curiosities as "crocodility"
("a captious or sophistical mode of arguing");
"heterotransplantability (from "heterotransplantable,"
which is to say, "Capable of being successfully
transplanted from one individual to another of a
different species"; "inorientability" ("incapacity for
travel in the Far East"); and, clearly wrote a poem of
its own, "nostrility," or "prominence of nostril."
This last is said to be rare, but there are two
citations, one from 1885 and one from 1899, both of
which involve ethnic slurs.
A more sophisticated search of words with only
two, three, or four letters before "ility" yields a
more workable seventy-seven terms, all of them present
in the Lehrer song. While I haven't looked in a real
rhyming dictionary, I suspect there is not one
available that would have quite the range of the OED.
Just imagine yourself writing a jingle to a friend who
has caught a muskellunge.
You wouldn't want to use
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lun ell (what nearly every fish
s u ch obvious -we;>rds as "Prunge" (the state of nearly
does at some t~me) or g ,g)
with the aid of the
every fisherman at ~o~~ ~~~~t ~r yo r friend that he
motorized OED you m~~
ce mean t to cheat. Or you
-wouldn't "munge," wh~chf,?nh that it had only come to
could say of the fated l~ for f o od ." I'll bet few
"scunge," , "te;> pro~l ar~~~d ha e 'C u r ned up eighty-four
rhyming d7ct~e;>na7.~~s_w_e" and i cluding both thos 7
words end~ng ~n u n g , t 'o ary ha s 290,500 entr~es,
gems. Given that the ~~C f~ ga-e i s limited, finally,
the scope for this s~r ,0 ' a 'C ' on and capacity for
only by the searcher s ~m ag
wasting time.
While the virtua l OED _ 5 a marvel of comp~t~r
ht not 0 & rg et that the or~g~nal
technologY'lweofo~;rse_ a nd _ t . ~~ le xicography, which is
was a marve
~
, th
f
to say, much drudgery o ver -~ .y years.
It s , ere ore
proper, I think, to in ter ~ - ~h e wordplay br 7efly to
r eflect on the heroic ef= ~ - a t produced th~s
monumental work. Tho se ' n~ ere st ed in the whole story
will find it in Caught in - e We b of Words: James
Murray and the oxford E .g_
ictionary, written by
Murray's grand-daught er ; a =e·· hi ghlights will suffice
to illustrate the sco pe
- - e endeavor.

=

Murray, a self-ta
gu ist and school master,
had by the late 1870' s
r some years a star
member of London's Ph i
~
Society. Another
member, Frederick Fur n ' ··a _ =- , __ a d in the 1860's founded
the Early English Text S
:, with the aim of
preparing scholarly e di~ rs
significant early
writings to serve as t e :-a" -aterial for a dictionary
on historical princip les. He h ad also persuaded the
Philological society to
er-.r ite the projected
dictionary, and, unde r a s eces sion of editors, set up
a network of readers to c
ec t terms and citations for
lexicographers to work ~: ~
Furnivall's greatest
problems were to find a p _ ' s h er and to find an
editor-cum-lexicographer 0 p 11 together the growing
number of citations and s pe r i se their collection and
organization into entries.
A brilliant if somewhat
unscrupulous and tact less o rgan izer, Furnivall had by
1879 finally solved bo t h p r obl ems: the Oxford
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university Press agreed to publish the dictionary for
the Philological society, and James A.H. ~urr~y agreed
to be the editor. From March of 1879 unt~l.h~S last.
day of work, 10 July 1915, Murray devoted v~rtua~ly h~s
entire existence to the sisyphean task of collat~ng
millions of readers' slips and reducing them to
entries. His first workplace-he called it th7
.
"scriptorium"-was a converted garden shed behlnd hlS
quarters at Mill Hill School, in North London, where he
was Headmaster when he took on the editorship.
It soon
became clear that a part-time editor could not proceed
at anything like the pace required by the University
Press, so a new deal was struck and Murray was moved to
oxford itself and furnished a miserly but adequate
living and a new garden shed. In this new Scriptorium,
Murray worked ceaselessly for the rest of his life,
interrupted only by the stream of curious visitors, who
grew more numerous with the publication of each new
fascicle of the Dictionary.
In the physical work of
sorting slips he was helped by his family and a handful
of paid assistants, few of whom lasted any time at all.
Another handful of more skilled assistants, following
procedures and designs all originated by Murray, helped
in compiling the actual entries, over which the Editor
alone had the final say till, in the middle 1890's, the
University appointed a Co-Editor, Henry Bradley, and a
few years later a third Editor, William Alexander
Craigie. still, even though the first complete edition
of the OED was not published till 1928 well after
'
Murray 'sdeath, nearly half the total number
of pages7~207 out of 15,487-were produced by Murray, a heroic
llfe's work by any standard.
To give you a further sense of the task let me
share in passing a few details from the Intr;duction to
the printed Dictionary. A list of principal readers
before 1884 contains ninety names. Of this group, one
reader alone, a Mr. Thomas Austin, supplied 165,000
slips, while the apparent Ladies' Champion, one Miss
Jennet Humphries (of Cricklewood), kicked in 18,700.
There were readers from allover the British Isles,
from the united states, from Vienna, from Madras.
Even
Furnivall, when he was not wheeling and dealing, found
time to contribute some 30,000 slips and is reckoned to
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have furnished more quotations actu ally used in the
dictionary than anyone els e .
This activity, so in t une w: th victorian dreams of
enhancing culture through cducatl0n , ~o doubt
.
distracted some contributors fr o thelr real work, but
it seems likely that the ma jor ' LY were persons who
otherwise would have had no t 'n ' t o do and a lot of
time to do it in; and, wh i1 7 anY , of ~hos~ staid
Victorians might have ha d 1 tL e lncllnatl0n to get
into trouble, their vol unt eer abor probably kept a few
of them out of it.
Many others of
e p ed in various ways.
Nevertheless, it was Fur n ' a __ wh o, for all that he
sometimes drove Murr ay near_
a d by his incessant
scheming on behalf o f t he _r ' e c t, was after all its
progenitor.
In 1910 F r
wr ote Murray to tell him
he was dying of cancer , sa:- g, "Yes, our Diet. men go
gradually, and I am to di5a_~ea r in 6 months ... It's a
great disappointment , as : .
t ed to see the Dict.
finished before I d ie.
a_~
c' s not to be.
However,
the completion of t he ~o r _5 c ertain, so that's all
right." Murray's r e sp r.se s .... ows poignantly his
awareness of Furn i v al '5 _~e c c upation with the project
he had originated over ~:~- : e ars earlier and on which
the two had collaborate : r ~ o re than thirty of those
years.
"Would it g i ve
an satisfaction," he wrote,
"to see the gigant ic ~~~ _!'" f i nal? before it is too
late?"
I hope Murr a y 5e
: - a nd that Furnivall was
pleased:
"take" to ok fc"~ee three-column pages in
the completed Dict io narJ "
:9 2 8.
Hie opus, hie labor
est.

=

Furnivall, l i k e a y of hi s contemporaries, was
not satisfied to cu lt ivaLe th e mind alone.
Following
the example of such hea d=ast er s as Arnold of Rugby, he
championed the ideal of t e sound body, settling
primarily on rowing, w ' c h e pursued avidly till his
final illness. And , l'ke seve ral other well-known
contemporaries, h e see s to h ave enjoyed the company of
young, athletic women.
He co n trived to combine the two
tastes by founding, at the ag e o f 71, the Hammersmith
Girls' Sculling Club.
Approa c h i ng sixty myself, and
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looking forward with pleasure to being an Old,GOat, I
never set forth from the Miami university Row~ng.Club
without thinking how much luckier I am than Furn~vall
in one thing: his Amazons ~ore middY,blous~s and long
skirts; mine set forth in f~gure-hugg~ng un~tards.
Having thus lowered the intellectual tone to a
level more appropriate to a gathering of men liberated
from the company of women, I might as well admit h~re
that, after "ility," my next attempt at a systematl.c
search of the electronic OED involved tracking down all
the coarse slang I could find in it. Started by a
scholarly question not wholly frivolous, this chase
enabled me to dope out several tricks in using the
rather cryptic Query Language.
The OED used to be notorious for its Victorian
avoidance of that vocabulary for which dictionaries of
slang have come into being; and, even where it did
include words not in polite usage, it was often
somewhat hit-or-miss.
For example, Dame Helen Gardner,
who edited John Donne for Oxford, some years ago carped
in one of her notes that the Dictionary had erred in
giving 1610 as the earliest date for "dildo" as an
instrument of female gratification, since there was a
notorious poem of 1593 by Thomas Nashe entitled Choise
of Valentines or the Merie ballad of Nash his Dildo.
In somewhat the same rut, Richard Lovelace has a poem
entitled "her Muffe," in which, after four stanzas that
praise his mistress' snowy hands and their furry
hermita~e of sable and ermine, the speaker ends with
these l~nes:
This for Lay-Lovers, that must stand at dore
Salute the threshold, and admire no more'
'
But I, in my Invention tough
'
Rate n~t this outward bliss ~nough,
But st~ll contemplate must the hidden Muffe.
Would the up-~o-date OED record such usage? It does
say the w~rd.~s slang for the female pudenda and cites
the New D~ct~onary of Cant (1699).
Indeed, the entry
even goes so far as to say a "muff diver" is "one Who
practices cunnilingus."
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so, the Dictionary is no longer victorian and no
longer prudish.
In fact, some rel a t ively simple
searches turn up the followin g : under "slang," some
4,326 entries, from "abbess" (as k eeper c;>f a brothel)
to "zoom"; under "coarse slang , " 49 entrl.es, from
"blow" (as a verb) to "weap on" ( fo r "penis"); and,
under "taboo words," only f our, wh ich I leave to your
imagination, except to share in p a ssing this quaint
tidbit: under one of them we ea r n that Ekwall's
thirteenth-century list o f stree t s in the City of
London mentions a Gropecunt La e . In other words, the
coverage has improved, or dege ne r ated, depending on
one's perspective.
.
But there are stil l op. ~ n ities for those who,
llke ~ame Helen, deligh t t
ca t c h the Dictionary out.
1699 1S far too late for " : f ; the Lovelace poem
dates from the 1650' s . I h a e a greed with a friend at
Wisconsin (the very pers
i ntroduced me to the
Robot-Coupe) to bring t e e O:. r s up to speed on "muff"
if he'll share with t h e a f
d o f his, a splendidly
ribald eighteenth-cen t r
ot e involving a whore
who has a customer b e fore - .e - a g istrate for fondling
her "artichoke," a li be r
. - i n their contract.
Asked to explain
a r t answers, "Why,
m'lud, your cunt
~ - ch oke alike's got no
bottom."
Given my own low r
~_ ,- - t ies, I might well have
squandered untold hour s t ~ ~ ' s - n g the vocabularies of
the gutter. Luckily,
·~ s " v e rted to a potentially
more productive kind of
by a member of this club
who deplored the dama ge y the nineteen-sixties
types who, as he supp o s e= , ~a coined the term
"ethnocentric" and it s ::... .
'hen I got home after that
meeting, I immediately = :~~ p the computer and
searched that word, onl y ' scover that it had first
been recorded in print i
, in a publication that
emanated from Yale, the c o . _ci nant's very own
university. This much on e
d as easily have learned
from any version of the pr o ed Dictionary; but suppose
one wanted some sense of ~ , be s ides anthropologists,
felt the need of new word s a - h e turn of th e century?
If one wanted to know wha t --as go ing on at th e time,
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what might one learn from seeing all the words found to
have made their first printed appearance in 1900?
Would the Query Language permit one to find them?
You bet. In a matter of seconds, I had a list of
476 terms ranging from "Achilles' tendon" to
,
'''T
"zomotherapy,"
the latter def~ned
~s h
, e use 0 f r aw
meat, or the juice expressed from ~t, ~n the treatment
of tuberculosis." It is coincidental, but hardly
surprising, that both the first and last item h~ve
medical associations, for the list is replete wlth
medical terms as one might expect of a period in which
scientific medicine was making huge strides. Lacking
our Secretary's passion for courting, I haven't trotted
up the contributions of all the disciplines represented
in this list, but I will note that chemistry appears to
come second, followed closely by philosophy.
(This
last should not surprise us, either: always
discovering new experiences and activities that need to
be named, philosophers have long been redoubtable, not
to say shameless, neologizers; and, at the turn of the
century, they seem to have been about as prolific at
creating jargon as social scientists are today.)
This
list might well be of interest to Henry Winkler or Herb
Curry for its demonstration of what was new at the
height of British Empire, while doctors, chemists, and
philosophers might be curious to see what it suggests
about the state of their own fields at the turn of the
century.
As for me, I've always found a lot more interest
in 1935, that banner year that saw the birth of PanAm's China Clipper service across the Pacific of bigleague night baseball right here at Crosley Field, and
of your Hum~le Read 7r, at 4:30 on the morning of July
26th at,Jewlsh Hosp~tal, Dr. Gillespie in attendance.
At 301 ltems, the 11st for my year is shorter than that
for 1900, but the us~a~ suspects are there, along with
some newcomers. Med~clne and chemistry supply the
expected quota of tongue-twisters the likes of
"adenohypophysis" ("The glandular'or anterior part of
the hypophysis," for those who have forgotten your
anatomy) or "oxymyoglobin" (lithe oxygenated form of
myoglobin," for those who are not up on their
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biochemistry). Among the afflictions newly written up
are serious ones like "Crohn's disea se" ( " A chronic,
sometimes fatal, inflammatory disease of the gastrointestinal tract") and metaphori cal ones lik e
"telephonitis" ("A compulsive des ire to mak e telephone
calls").
Philosophy and its step-child, li nguistics,
weigh in with their expected quota or barbarisms, as
you will hear in moment.
ski -i ng has apparently
crashed, as we can tell from "sit zmark ," while one
composer and one playwright have clearl y taken off, as
we can tell from "Sibelian" and "Brechtian." In much
the same way, the culture of England before the Great
War now has its own name as well, "Edwardianism."
Having printed out this list, I put it aside for a
few days. When I came back to it and began looking at
it more systematically, grouping the words in a variety
of ways, I began to dis cover patterns , sometimes of
sense, sometimes of mere sound, so tha t before long an
odd sort of music began to e erge . The next thing I
knew, a selection of the ter ms, with no fi llers of any
sort, had arranged thems e lves into a kind of quirky
verse.
Precoital proge sterone;
Orgasmic nymphon ;
Nudie.
Stakhanovite testoster one ;
Sado-masochi sm;
Footy.
Audition, bachelorett e, beguine;
Tuckaway ergometrine.
Editola, orgatr on,
Mushie, monokaryon,
Lentic, glacial vitrinite,
Multipurpose Lindgrenite;
Meissner effect, pre-amplifier ;
Riff, nabe, Wimpy, gagster, scat;
Bollix, boob, shack-up, de- icer;
Al dente, pizza, Advokaat.
Soave, Bel Paese, quin,
Sassella, Osso bucco, bi m.
Commonization,
Autodrome;
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Defibrillation,
Lumichrome.
Metalanguage, microphoneme;
What'samatter? Hic et nunc.
Operationism, grapheme;
wacky, dilly, judder, whunk!
Seconal,
venography;
Pentothal,
Tomography.
.
Officese. Hunh? Notar1ze;
Boondoggle, orthonormalize.
Blatting bloodhound, crack-down, juke;
Hasta la vista, conga, gook.
Ecosystem,
Eshaton;
Ferroelectric,
Cyclotron.
Wehrmacht, Plexiglas, Bazooka,
Paramilitary Cordtex;
Microfilm, Lufwaffe, snoopery,
Anti-icer, curvesome Perspex,
Auto-pilot, airfield, crew:
All these, in '35, were new.
NOw, who would have expected "ecosystem" to have
been recorded so early, "orgasmic" so late? That the
former was printed in a journal named Ecology suggests
that the environmental movement was already well under
way; that the latter appeared in R.V. storer's Sexual
Technique tells us that sex had become a topic of
public concern and that Ideal Marriage and spurious
editions of the Kama Sutra no longer had a corner on
the how-to market.
But who, in 1935, could have
afforded either an "Orgatron" or its competitor, first
marketed in the same year, the "Hammond Organ."
(For
that matter, I can't imagine anyone wanting such a vile
instrument at any time, but it is part i cularly
entertaining to think of ad men trying to flog them in
the depths of the Great Depression.)
I'm puzzled by
the sudden rush in the English-speaking world for
continental comestibles, Italian goodies in particular.
No difficulty, though, given hindsight, with all those
military terms; World War II cannot be far off.
But
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not to worry the Good Guys wi ll end it with a bang,
not a whimpe~, thanks in part to th e "Cyclotron."
One final example, connected with,a more serious
undertaking, and I have don e. , any t~~ngs have been
held to exhibit that probleroat c qual~ty we have come
to call "taste": acquisit ions and activities,
attributes and attitudes. ~nen p articular tokens of
such cultural capital ar e e
rs e d by a powerful and
visible elite, they are t yp ' ca l y hoarded and tradedcasually by those who ar e c = ' d e~t they have arrive~,
more assiduously by tho s e~.
a s plre to that comfortlng
assurance. The sevente e t '
entury in England, a
period of intense soci a l c.ange in ~hich i~ ~ccame
possible for growing nu bers of ord~nary c~tlzens to
aspire to gentility, s a
e promulgation of many of
the ideas of what cons t '
es t aste in Anglo-American
culture to this day. Co~- ~_ a ce books,
correspondence, court e sy
s , and especially playsthese are the privil e ged s
c e s. Both from quotations
in the OED and from t he - -~ c i tations I've been
collecting over the years , ~ is clear that many
people-most, but not a :
~h e m, associated with the
Court of the stuart mo.a=c-s- f ancied they had a calling
to civilize their fe l 0.5 - d to ra i se the general
level of refinement i - e~ c ulture. Now, this may
seem to be a somewha p=es p t uous goal, but remember
before you cast y our S~ ~- , ~ h at we live in an age wh'n
the noti~n of civ i l d ' s
~se has become an oxymoron. e
and conslder, too, t a - - s mission to improve th "
fellows, as with t h e
- -~eer readers for the ori~~~al
OED, likelY,kep~ s O, e ~
s ources from wasting even
mo~e of theIr tIme
nable d i ssipations, many of
WhICh they would h a ve t
eminently "tasteful."

=

Even the simples t
of search under this topic
in the electronic Di c t: .ary is richly informat i ve.
Suppose I am interest ed _ t r acking down words
associated with "eleg a ce." I could simply look up the
word, then cross-ref t e ey words in i ts de f in i tion;
but the Query Langua ge ~ the OED on d i sk a l lows me to
have in a s i ngle file , a
t hat almost insta nt l y, all
entries in the entire d ' c~i o nary whose defin i t i ons
contain the stem "e- l - e - g - a -n."
(I don't want to limit
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myself simply to "elegance,1I since the Dictionary.als~
contains such variants as "elegancyll and lIelegantlze,
and I want them all.)
In order to avoid picking up
irrelevant terms, I can also search on more than one
term at a time. A search under "refinement," for
example, brings up words to do with smelting as well as
with manners; but a search for definitions that contain
both lIe-l-e-g-a-n" and IIr-e-f-i-n li yields fifty-one
items of real use. Moving in this way, adding new
words all the time, I have been able to accumulate a
semantic cluster of several hundred intricately
interrelated terms.
I can also use the Query Language to collect
quotations from the Dictionary. These I can limit by
word alone or by word and date, so that might have,
say, all the citations between the accession of
Elizabeth I and the death of Queen Anne that contain
"e-l-e-g-a-n. 1I These citations of course add to my
list of works to look into, while they often yield as
well related terms not turned up in searching
definitions.
Moving outside the Dictionary, I have been able,
with the aid of an inexpensive scanner, to copy several
key texts into my computer. Using my word processor
and other programs, I can automatically index these
texts for all the words in my core vocabulary, even for
all the words in each text. When my reading of
highlighted passages yields even more words, I can of
course return to the OED to hunt down other terms
connected with them and begin the entire process anew.
Moving back and forth in this way, I'm beginning to be
able to trace in some detail how the modern vocabulary
of IItaste" expanded, decade by decade, to include a
wider and wider range of activities, behaviors,
possessions, and assumptions.
It is intriguing, for
example, to compare the earliest comedies of manners,
James Shirley's plays of the 1620's and '30's, to the
full-blown Restoration comedies of Wycherly and
Congreve, or to compare Henry Peacham's The compleat
Gentleman of 1621 with Francis Osborn's Advice to a Son
of 1656.
In both cases, when the crucial terms are
isolated for examination, it is easy to see
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schematically how the vocabular y of taste has both
grown and consolidated, how it has burgeoned around a
small number of key notions t hat ar e acknowledged to
form its center.
Now you needn't think t hac to work in this way is
to abandon reading. The mac . e d oes the slicing and
dicing, the searching and indexing; but the mud-pie
instinct will have its inni gs . To do a thorough job
still requires the reading 0: cor e texts in their
entirety, of supplementary 0 es i n chunks large enough
to guarantee an adequate co ~e~, while the chef
remains solely responsib le = r ga therIng the bits into
intelligible recipes.
Truth to tell, the tec ~
es I've been dealing
with here are as old as rea _ .g itself; the computer
merely speeds things up.
a s always been possible
to browse the OED for a l
rences of "e-l-e-g-a-n,"
but where is the kitche n - ass~st ant, much less the chef,
who would do it? still,
e ED on CD-ROM is new, as
are cheap scanners; and t ese k inds of tasks, once
unacceptably burdensome ,
w not only be done, but
be done independently a t
when the spirit moves,
rather than at the libr a
r t he computer lab only
when they're open.
What sort of peda nt 's =ri cassee will emerge from
all the flurry in my wor -- __ - c hen is anybody's guess,
for I'm at present scar e ~ a ny further along than my
wife was on the afte rn
: the Great Cuisinart
Massacre. still, I I
s -- y learning to slice and dice
my ingredients into w re
d finer bits, to distribute
~hem into ~ore. and more _ ~ar i ous combinations.
Cooking
~t all up ~s l~kely a
_eas t to keep me busy in
retirement, safe fr o
. _e t emptations of fashionable
dissipation. Well,
i
h e exception of outings on
Monday evenings, wh ic are unassailably tasteful. Let
me assure you, though , ~ a t no matter what e merges from
this pet project, i t w'
not be dished up from this
counter. Thus far s tepped in the solec i s m of a shop
paper, I solemnly und ertak e not to belabor you with a
sequel.

